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The results are presented of the theoretical and experimental studies of ferroelectromagnets—crystals with
magnetic and ferroelectric ordering. Considerable attention is paid to reviewing the results of the
phenomenological analysis of the influence of the magnetoelectric interaction on the thermodynamic
properties of ferroelectromagnets, their reaction to constant and variable electric and magnetic fields, the
spectrum of spin waves and ferroelectric oscillations and the methods of exciting them. A table is presented of
the expected magnetoelectric effects. The existing experimental studies of magnetoelectric interactions are
described and the possible applications of ferroelectromagnets are discussed. A table is given of the known
ferroelectromagnetic compounds.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Contemporary solid-state physics intensively studies
the interactions of various subsystems of a crystal with
one another. The study of electron-phonon, magnon-
phonon, magnon-electron, and other interactions and
their influence on static and dynamic phenomena in a
crystal has led to the discovery of a number of new
effects. The relatively recently discovered new class of
materials called ferroelectromagnets is of undoubted
scientific interest. The ferroelectromagnets are com-
pounds in which magnetic and ferroelectric (or anti-
ferroelectric1') ordering exist simultaneously. The in-
teraction of these ordered subsystems, which we herein
after call the magnetoelectric interaction, introduces
a number of features into the pattern of ferroelectric
and magnetic phase transitions, into the spectrum of
elementary excitations, and into the reaction of the
system to electric and magnetic fields. Moreover, the
magnetoelectric interaction induces a number of new,
interesting effects.

"Structural phase transitions accompanied by appreciable di-
electric anomalies but not leading to spontaneous polariza-
tion are generally called antiferroelectric transitions.

The discovery of ferroelectromagnetic compounds
was preceded by a period of intensive, fruitful develop-
ment of the physics of magnetic phenomena and of ferro-
electricity taken separately. The search for new ferro-
electric compounds led a group of Leningrad physicists
in 1958 to discover ferroelectrics having the perovskite
structure with a considerable content of ions of iron.1-2

The latter situation offered grounds for hoping that com-
pounds with the perovskite structure could be simul-
taneously ferroelectrics andferro(antiferro) magnetics.3

The possible coexistence of spontaneous magnetic
moments and polarization does not contradict the gen-
eral criteria for appearance of ferromagnetism and
ferroelectricity taken separately. Magnetic ordering
is governed by the exchange interaction of the electron
spins, while ferroelectric ordering is governed by the
redistribution of charge density in the lattice. In com-
pounds of the perovskite type ABO3 (Fig. 1), the angles
in the chains cation B-oxygen-cation B are close to
180°. Hence, when transition-element ions lie in the
octahedral B positions, they can become ordered via
an indirect exchange interaction through the oxide ions.
Within the framework of the model theories being de-
veloped in those years, ferroelectric (FE) ordering in
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TABLE I. Ferroelectromagnets.

FIG. 1. Ideal unit cell of perovskite ABOj. Tbe B ion lies at
the center of the cube and the oxide ions at the centers of
the faces.

the perovskite lattice arises mainly from displacements
of the A and B ions. Here the ordering is favored by the
existence in the A sublattice of ions having a sterochem-
ically active unshared pair of 6s-electrons (Pb2 + ,Bi3+,
TD, with ions of the transition elements in the B sub-
lattice (Ti4+,Zr«+,Nb5+,W8+,Mo6+) that have a noble-
gas shell after the s- and rf-electrons have been re-
moved.4 However, these ions do not possess a mag-
netic moment. In order to satisfy the conditions nec-
essary for the appearance of ferroelectricity and
magnetism, ions were introduced into the octahedral
positions, some of which were ferroelectrically active,
and the others magnetic. Thus in 1961 both the first
ferroelectromagnet Pb (Fe2/3Wx/3)O3 which combined FE
properties with antiferromagnetic properties, and the
first ferroelectromagnetic solid solutions (1 - x)
Pb(Fez/3W1/3)O3+xPb(Mg1/2W1/2)O3 (the ions in the octa-
hedral positions are indicated in parentheses)8 were
prepared. Initially the measurements of the ferroelec-
tromagnetic properties were performed on polycry-
stalline specimens, and then on single crystals of
Pb(Fe2/3WJ/3)O3 and Pb(Fe1/2NbJ/2)O3.

8 One of the first
ferroelectromagnets is also BiFeO3, in which FE7'8 and
antiferromagnetic ordering9-10 were found. At present
about 50 ferroelectromagnetic compounds and some
tens of solid solutions that combine ferro- and antifer-
roelectric properties with ferro-, ferri, and antiferro-
magnetic properties are known. A considerable number
of the ferroelectromagnets, especially solid solutions,
has been synthesized by the Moscow physicists.11 Not
only were the first ferroelectromagnetic crystals pre-
pared in the USSR, but also the largest number of pub-
lications on these compounds has been noted here.
Swiss, French, and Japanese scientists have also made
a considerable contribution to the synthesis and study
of ferroelectromagnets.

Practically all ferroelectromagnets are synthetic
compounds, while only two natural crystals are known:
congolite Fe3B7O13Cl and chambersite Mn^O^Cl.12'13

One can classify the ferroelectromagnets into several
fundamental classes according to structural features.

1. Compounds having the perovskite-type structure
A(B|, Bu ,... )O3 (see Fig. 1) containing magnetic ions
fully (e.g., BiFeO,,) or partially occupying the octahe-
dral B positions. They include the first ferroelectro-
magnetic ompounds Pb(Fe2/3W1/3)O3, Pb(Fei/2Nb1/2)O3,
Pb(Co1/2W1/3)O3, BiFeO3, the rhenium-containing perov-
skites Pb(S1/2Re1/2)O3 (B =Fe,Mn,Ni,Co)14-15, and others
(Nos. 1-16 in Table I). The compounds Bim41BmO3m^3

(.B = Fe3+,Ti4*) have also been synthesized, and have a
layered perovskite-like structure16 that amounts to

Compound

1. Pb (FerfjW,/,) 0,

2 Pb (Fe Nb ) 0
3! BiFeO1, * ' " '

4. Eiv.Bay'.TiO,
5. Pb (Mnj/.W,/,) 03
6. Pb (Mn^Re,/,) 0,
7. Pb (Mn1/,W1/t) 0,
8. Pb (Fe./jTa/, 2) 0,
9. Pb (Fe./.Re,/,) 0,

10. PB (Coj/jRe,/,) 0,
11. Pb (Ni./.Re./J 0,
12. Pb(COI/,W,/«)0,

13. BiMnO,
14. Cd (Fe,ftNb,/,) O,
15. BisBi4Fe2Ti,01B

16. Bi,Ti3F50,7

17. YMnOj
18. YBMnO,

19. HoMnOj

20. ErMnO,
21. TmMiiO,
22. LuMnO,
23. ScMnOj
24. Cr:,t'.,013Gl
25 ("ii..rl-Oi3Br
26. Crjlijo,,!
27. 5!ll3ll7<J13CI
28. Mn,ri,0,,Br
29. .Mii3!):(',,I
30. Fc3H,'.i13Cl

31 Fc,B,O 3Br
32^ Fi-,1',6,,1
33. Co3ll,Ol8Cl

34. Co3B.O,,Br
35. Co3B,O,3l
3G. Cu3B,013C!

37. CujE,0,,Br
38. Ni3B,018Cl

39. Ni,B,OiaBr

40. Ni3B,0J3I

41. BaNiF4

42. BaMnF.
43. BaCoF,
44. BaFeF4
45. Li (Fe,/,Ta,/,) 0,F

46. Cr2Bcll4

47. PbM/i.O,
48. Co,.,sMn,.M04
49. Cu(HCOO),-4H,0
50. P-Tb, (MoO,),
51. p-\aFcO,
52. FcS
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FE

FE
AFE?
FE

FE
AFE?
AFE?
AFE?
FE
AFE?
AFE?
AFE?
AFE
FE
AFE
AFE?
FE

FE

FE
FE

FE

FE
FE
FE
FE
FE
FE
FE
FE
FE
FE

FE

FE
FE
FE

FE
FE

FE

FE

FE

FE

FE

FE

PE
FE
PE
FE

FE
FE?

FE
AFE

FE
FE
FE

Type of
magnetic
order

AFM

AFM
AFM

FM
AFM
FIM
AFM
AFM
FIM
AFM
FIM

WFM
FM

AFM
FM?

WFM

AFM
AFM
WFM
AFM
WFM
AFM
AFM
AFM
AFM
AFM
AFM
AFM
AFM
AFM
WFM
WFM

WFM
WFM
WFM

WFM
WFM

AFM
WFM
WFM

AFM
WFM
WFM

WFM

AFM

WFM
AFM
AFM
AFM

AFM
WFM

FIM
WFM
AFM
WFM
AFM

-
178

387
1123

?

1651'6
473144

393
423
233
433
403
343
305
68

773
753

eEI-H71
eEU-10251"

1103, 1073

913, 933
983, 993

873

833
>573

~ 260
4
4

680
566
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^ 609
=&495
a 340

623

458
x 197

365

226
610

398

64

1593

1153

853

28«
250'"
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7331 re
411?

...

363

143
SK650

4,21S6
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103
100

1801"
>293
<77
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9
103, 110

48

723? «*
363, 403

*80
87,3
3.8
76

5
79
86
01

120
25
50
95

^s 621

~ 6-1

26m

a 11
« 17
.5, 30

11,5, 15
22
20
38

20
8,4"'

24
25

9113
30,40

64

7QM2

25
69,6
54, 2>«*

883

28«
53129

1701M

17
2181

72316!
=*593

Magnetoelectric mea-
surements

Measurement of in-
ternal magnetic field
at the FE transition

Afc(l)
C(©M), induction of
P in spin-flop

e (651)

XME? ».
Induction of an
electric signal by
a magnetic field

m(E)
m(L)
m(K)

XME, m(t')

m (£), t (0![)
XME

8 (651)
XME

m(B)

XM E e(H), P(H),
m(E)

Anomaly in the
pyroelectric signal
atr=eM"°
e(8 )

Induction of an
electric current by
a magnetic field

m (E)
XME

Notes: The data marked with a question mark require more
precise determination. Notation: Fe— ferroelectric, AFE—
antiferroelectric, PE— pyroelectric, FM— ferromagnet,
AFM — antiferromagnet, WFM — antiferromagnet with weak
ferromagnetism, FIM— ferrimagnet, iP® — static ME suscepti-
bility, Afc — spontaneous magnetization, E — amplitude of the
alternating electric field, E — dielectric permittivity.

alternating bismuth-oxygen and perovskite-like packets
with different numbers of octahedra in the packets (Fig.
2). The octahedral positions contain the ions Fe3+ and
Ti4+. The exchange interaction between the Fe3* ions
within a packet occurs along the chain of atoms Fe-O-Fe
forming an angle »180°. The Fe3* ions of adjacent pack-
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FIG. 2. Structure of the perovskite-like layered ferroelec-
tromagnet having the general formula 'B[m,lBmO3mt3.

!6

ets are separated by a layer made of the diamagnetic
ions Bi3 + and O2".

2. The hexagonal rare-earth maganites having the
overall formula RMnO3, where R =Y, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb,
Lu, or Sc, which were discovered by Bertaut and his
associates,17 are ferroelectromagnets with antiferro-
magnetic or weak ferromagnetic properties.18"20 Their
crystal structure is shown in Fig. 3. The trigonal bi-
pyramids are connected by their vertices to form layers
perpendicular to the sixfold axis. The Mn atoms lie
inside the bipyramids, while the rare-earth atoms lie
between the layers of bipyramids. The hexagonal struc-
ture in these compounds arises from the smallness of
the ionic radii of the rare-earth ions and the presence
of covalent Mn-O bonds.

3. The boracites-compounds with the general formula
M3B7O13X, where M is a bivalent metal ion, M = Cr, Mn,
Fe, Co, Cu, or Ni, and X=C1 , Br, or I—are ferro-
electric-antiferromagnets (some having weak ferro-
magnetism). The first ferroelectromagnetic boracites
were synthesized and subsequently extensively studied
by the Swiss physicists. In the high-temperature phase
all the boracites have the cubic symmetry 43wz. Phase
transitions arise with decreasing temperature in the
sequence 43m — mm2 ~m — 3m. In some compounds the

© - Lu

FIG. 3. Structure of the hexagonal manganite LuMnO3.
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3w and/or the m phases do not appear. The transition
to the orthorhombic phase mml is accompanied in all
the boracites by the onset of FE properties. In some
cases this is an improper FE transition.21 The magnetic
ordering in the boracites arises at temperatures con-
siderably below room temperature. In the Ni-I boracite
the temperatures of the FE and the magnetic transitions
apparently coincide,22"24 and an improper FE transition
takes place.25

4. The compounds BaWF4 (W=Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) have
an orthorhombic crystal structure in the high-tempera-
ture phase. The lattice of the isomorphous BaMnF4 and
BaCoF4 consists of distorted MF4 octahedra connected
by their vertices to form layers separated by the non-
magnetic Ba ions. The M-F-M configuration in the
layer is close to linear.26 The BaAfF4 compounds are
pyro- or ferroelectrics. The temperatures of the FE
transitions obtained by extrapolation lie above the cor-
responding melting points.27 At high enough tempera-
tures, antiferromagnetic or weak ferromagnetic order-
ing arises,28129 while antiferroelectric and ferroelec-
troelastic26130 properties can also arise.

In addition to the compounds listed above, there are
ferroelectromagnetic compounds of other structural
types. For example, the oxide ferroelectric-antiferro-
magnetic Li(Fely2Ta1/2)Q2F has a structure of the pseu-
doilmenite type.31 Antiferromagnetic ordering of heli-
cal type arises in the triclinic compound Cr2BeO4 below
28 K, and apparently, simultaneously FE properties
with a value of the spontaneous polarization 4-6 orders
of magnitude smaller than in ordinary ferroelectrics.32

Table I gives the currently known ferroelectromag-
netic compounds and indicates the type of electric2' and
magnetic ordering and the corresponding temperatures
of the electric (0E) and magnetic (0M) transitions. One
can find a detailed bibliography on the crystal struc-
ture, the history of discovery of the ferroelectromag-
netic properties, and other physical characteristics of
the listed compounds in the earlier reviews.11>33~41

Table I gives the literature reference only in the cases
that contain new data. The classification presented in
Table I characterizes the electric and magnetic proper-
ties of the materials. However, we must bear in mind
the fact that the transition to the FE state is only a
special case of transitions that occur with lowering of
the crystal-lattice symmetry. The latter can, e.g.,
be accompanied by a transition to the ferroelectroelastic
state: the appearance of a spontaneous deformation that
can be switched by the action of mechanical stresses.
Aizu42 has classified the FE, ferromagnetic, and
ferroelectroelastic properties in terms of the crystal-
symmetry groups, and has indicated the groups that
allow the coexistence of different types of ordering,
in particular FE, magnetic, and ferroelectroelastic
ordering simultaneously [the latter can exist, e.g., in
the boracites and in terbium molybdate /3-Tb2(MoO4)3].

2)Henceforth the expressions "electric order," "electric
transition," etc. , will be used instead of the more unwieldly
"ferroelectric or antiferroelectric order," "ferroelectric or
antiferroelectric transition," etc.
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We shall restrict the treatment in this review to cast-
ing light on only the magnetic and electric properties
of spontaneously polarized dielectric crystals, paying
major attention to the magnetoelectric interaction. Thus
far a considerable, weakly-interrelated theoretical and
experimental material has been accumulated. A sys-
tematization of it can facilitate the elucidation and uni-
fication of the experimental and theoretical problems in
the studies in this new field of solid-state physics.

2. THE NATURE OF MAGNETOELECTRIC (ME)
INTERACTIONS

Landau and Lifshits have pointed out the possible ex-
istence in magnetically ordered crystals of an equili-
brium electric polarization proportional to the magnetic-
field intensity and of an equilibrium magnetization pro-
portional to the electric-field intensity (linear magneto-
electric effect).48 The linear magentoelectric (ME)
effect has been treated by Dzyaloshinskii** from the
standpoint of magnetic symmetry. Magnetically ordered
crystals showing a linear ME effect are commonly
called magnetoelectrics. A considerable number of
studies has been devoted to linear (and in recent years
also nonlinear) ME effects in magnetoelectrics. Non-
linear ME effects can occur in any materials, not nec-
essarily magnetically ordered. A ferroelectromagnet-
differs from the other materials in that it shows spon-
taneous ME effects in addition to the ME effects in-
duced by external fields. They are caused by the exis-
tence in the crystal of spontaneous FE and magnetic
moments. The existence of these gives rise to certain
differences in the ME interactions in ferroelectro-
magnetics as compared with magnetoelectrics. Pri-
marily this difference involves the magnitude of the ME
interaction energy (ME energy).

In magnetically ordered crystals, the ME energy is
induced by external fields, which weakly perturb the
spin system. Yet if a spontaneous polarization arises
in a magnetic crystal, then the spin subsystem will be
strongly acted on by the internal electric field of the
order of 10" V/cm that arises. The estimates show
that the ME energy corresponding to such field values
can be of the order of the exchange energy. Experi-
mental evidence also exists that the ME energy in a
ferroelectromagnet can be comparable with the magni-
tudes of the intrinsic spin and FE energies22'*5 (see
Sec. 5).

In order to characterize the ME interactions, we can
conveniently classify them into two components: the
magnetically isotropic exchange interaction and the
anisotropic interaction.

a. The exchange, magnetoisotropic ME energy

This energy describes the change in the isotropic ex-
change interaction when an electric polarization arises
and the effect of the spin exchange field on the magni-
tude of the polarization of the crystal.

As a rule, the unit cell of a ferroelectromagnet is
complicated. The magnetic cations are separated by
nonmagnetic ions, and the exchange interaction is in-
direct. The ions of the lattice are displaced in FE

ordering. Generally this alters the equilibrium dis-
tances between the magnetic ions, i.e., alters the ex-
change integral. Moreover, owing to the Stark effect,
the change in the electric field in the crystal in the FE
transition perturbs the wave functions of both the mag-
netic electrons themselves, and of the electrons of the
intermediate atoms participating in the indirect ex-
change. Consequently it alters the overlap of the elec-
tron wave functions, as well as the value of the trans-
port integral of the magnetic electrons and the magni-
tude of the indirect exchange interaction. The existing
theoretical studies of the mechanisms of ME interac-
tions in ferroelectromagnetics are of a qualitative
nature. In estimates it is convenient to assume, first,
that the magnetic ions participate in the FE ordering
as all the atoms of the lattice do, and second, that they
are displaced by electrostriction. In the former case
the change in exchange energy results from the direct
interaction of the spin subsystem with the ferroelec-
tric subsystem. In the latter case the interaction of the
FE with the spin subsystem is mediated through the
elastic subsystem. The latter mechanism will be dis-
cussed at the end of this section.

The stated mechanisms of the exchange ME interac-
tion of a ferroelectromagnet correspond to the Helmholtz
free energy density, which we shall represent as a
power series in the projections of the electric moment
P (r) and magnetic moment Ms (r) (s is the number of
the magnetic sublattice):

(2.D

The first term in (2.1), which is linear in the polariza-
tion, can exist only in ferroelectromagnets with a
noncentrosymmetric paraphase (we shall denote as a
paraphase a phase in which P = 0, Ms = 0).

A numerical estimate of the phenomenological con-
stants y and T of the exchange ME interaction from di-
mensionality considerations yields ambiguous results
owing to the considerable variation in the structural,
magnetic, and FE characteristics of ferroelectromag-
nets: the magnitudes of the lattice constants, of the
exchange integral, and of the electric polarization. The
results of calculations46 of the contribution of the in-
direct exchange interaction to the magnitude of the
polarization of a ferroelectric-antiferromagnet lacking
an inversion center yield the following order of mag-
nitude for the constant r = r:

BCOUl '

Here ac is the lattice constant, d0 is the atomic dipole
moment, N is the density of magnetic ions, XE is the
dielectric susceptibility, ju. is the Bohr magneton, Eexcll

is the indirect exchange energy, and ecoul is the
Coulomb energy.

We can write the Hamiltonian of the exchange ME
interaction caused by the change in the distances be-
tween the magnetic ions in the FE transition in the form

Here u\ is the jth projection of the displacement of the
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z'th ion from the equilibrium position in the paraphase;
V\k and V(»' are the values of the first and second
derivatives of the exchange integral with respect to the
distance between the ions (in the equilibrium position).
Our calculation using the Hamiltonian of (2.2) in the
approximation of a molecular field and of nearest neigh-
bors for a ferroelectromagnet with a displacement-type
FE subsystem and a polarization along the j axis leads
to the following relationship of the exchange parameter
-yii=y> to the microscopic constants:

(2.3)

Here we have V1 =£]» V\( (summation over nearest neigh-
bors), z is the charge of the ion, 0E is the Curie tem-
perature, b is the anharmonicity constant, and Va and a
are respectively the constants of the attraction and re-
pulsion forces of the ions in the lattice (we follow the
notation of Ref. 47). If we assume that z =3 x 10"10

CGSE units, ac = 5x 10"8 cm, 7Q = a ~ E a t - a~2 (Eat is the
atomic energy), 6 ~ £ a t - a ~ 4 , 6E- t£ ~ 10"2, v'-d^-l
(I is the exchange integral between nearest neighbors)
and /~10"14 erg, we get the value y'~10~7 dyne"1 cm2.

The reverse effect—change in the polarization upon
onset of magnetic order—can be treated as resulting
from the Z eeman splitting of the levels by the exchange
field. In turn, owing to the electron-phonon interaction,
this is accompanied by displacement of the ions. Esti-
mates of the exchange ME interaction parameter arising
from this mechanism48 yield a value y~10"7 dyne"1 cm2.

b. The anisotropic ME energy

This energy describes the change in the magnetic-
anisotropy energy when an electric polarization arises,
together with the action of the anisotropic magnetic field
of the spins on the magnitude of the polarization.

The free energy of the anisotropic ME interactions can
be represented as a series, each term of which is in-
variant with respect to the symmetry group of the
paraphase of the crystal:

+4- (2.4)

One expects the largest value of the anisotropic ME
energy in ferroelectromagnets having A#0. In particu-
lar, for ferroelectric-ferromagnets this implies the
necessary absence of a symmetry center in the para-
phase.

The terms having s = s' in (2.4) describe the change in
the energy of single-ion magnetic anisotropy under the
action of the FE subsystem. One of the mechanisms of
this change is the following: in FE ordering the varying
internal electric field gives rise to a Stark splitting of
the electron levels of the magnetic ions by altering the
spin-orbital and spin-spin interactions, and hence also
altering the energy of the single-ion magnetic aniso-
tropy.49 The ME energy corresponding to the second
term in (2.4) arises in the fourth approximation of per-
turbation theory: the second approximation in the spin-
orbital interaction and the second in the Stark effect49-50:

Here (zEx) in the FE energy, | is the spin-orbital in-
teraction constant, S is the spin, L is the orbital
angular momentum, A! is the exchange energy, and AJ
is the Coulomb coupling energy. For values of zEx
~l(T13erg, £~10"14erg, A,~10-14erg, andA2~10"u

erg, we obtain EME~ 10~18erg, or 104-105 erg- cm"3

(for 4~10-22-10"23 cm3). If we assume that P2~109

CGSE units, and M2 ~ 105 G2, then the value of the ani-
sotropic ME interaction constant Xss will be of the order
of lO-O-lO'

If the crystal contains several magnetic sublattices,
then, as we know, they have an anisotropic interaction
energy, which is a combination of the spin-orbit energy
with the indirect-exchange and crystal-field energies.
The change in this energy in the presence of a FE sub-
system is described in (2.4) by the terms with

In addition to the mechanisms mentioned above, a
source of the isotropic and anisotropic ME energies can
be the electromagnetoelastic interaction.49 The exis-
tence in the crystal of the elastic subsystem causes the
FE ordering to be accompanied by electrostriction,
which changes the dimensions of the crystal. In turn,
owing to the magnetostrictive interaction, this alters
the magnetic state and vice versa. The state of the
elastic subsystem is characterized by the strain
tensor uik, and the free energy that depends on uik is
equal to

Here Flt F2, and F3 are respectively the elastic,
electroelastic, and magnetoelastic free energies. Ft

is the energy of the external stresses alm. Minimiza-
tion of the free energy with respect to uik followed by
substitution of their equilibrium values into F yields an
expression for the ME energy that is quadratic in the
moments, and which consists of an isotropic exchange
component of the type of (2.1) and of anisotropic terms
of the form of (2.4). In order of magnitude we have FME
-CM^J, where c is the elastic constant, ME is the
electrostriction, and uu is the magnetostriction. If we
assume that c~1012 erg- cm"3, ME ~10~3-10"2, and MM

- 10"5-10"4, then we obtain FME~ 104-106 erg. cm"3.
In compounds containing rare-earth ions, where the
magnetostriction can reach values WM ~10~3, the mag-
nitude of FMEcan be of the order of 107 erg- cm"3. That
is, the electromagnetoelastic energy can play a substan-
tial role in materials having a large electrostriction and
magnetostriction.

The specific ME interaction is electrostatic in nature,
while an anisotropic ME energy arises only when we
take spin-orbital coupling into account. Therefore, in
crystals in which the exchange energy predominates
over the magnetic-anisotropy energy, we can expect that
F^»F$? (this relationship holds, e.g., in Cr2O3

5i).

3. THERMODYNAMIC THEORY

One can describe the equilibrium properties of a
crystal in the ferroelectromagnetic phase within the
framework of the Landau theory by using an expansion
of the free energy in powers of the electric and mag-
netic moments that is invariant with respect to the sym-
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metry group of the paraphase. Strictly speaking, such
an expansion can be applied when the temperature of
the FE (6E) and magnetic (9M) transitions lie close
together. In the general case the values of 9E and QM

differ, and the ferroelectromagnetic phase can be
separated from the paraphase by a considerable tem-
perature interval. However, if there are no structural
transitions in this temperature interval, then as before,
we can expand the free energy in powers of the moments
to describe the thermodynamic properties of the ferro-
electromagnet.

The presence of any type of invariants in the free
energy is determined by the symmetry group of the
paraphase. If the symmetry of any subgroup of this
group allows the simultaneous existence of P*0 and
Ms*0, then a transition to the ferroelectromagnetic
state can occur. One can find in the literature an enum-
eration of the classes among which one can expect in
a transition the joint realization of FE and of ferromag-
netic ordering,52 an indication of the classes53"58 and
space groups57'59 that allow ferroelectromagnetic struc-
tures that combine various magnetic and FE properties,
and an analysis of the directions of P and M in the do-
main and the types of domain walls.80 Cases have been
studied in which the symmetry of the crystal allows ex-
change ME invariants that are linear in the polarization.61

a. Thermodynamic relationships

The group-theoretical approach enables one to find the
form of the free energy and the equilibrium orientations
of the moments. However, the question remains open
of the phase transitions between the different equilib-
rium states, of the temperature-dependence of the
thermodynamic characteristics of the crystal, and of
its behavior in external fields. In ferroelectromagnets,
along with the magnetic and dielectric susceptibilities
one employs the concept of the magnetoelectric sus-
ceptibility, which characterizes the change in the mag-
netization under the action of an electric field, and in
the polarization under the action of a magnetic field.
The responses of the system to the action of an external
field E and magnetic field H is described by the gen-
eralized susceptibility tensor

Here we have

Here (XE))s=Xf,, X}£, and Efi1 = X}iE are respectively
the second-order tensors of the dielectric, magnetic,
and magnetoelectric susceptibilities:

X EM
ill =

ME 9Mt (I, k = \, 2, 3). (3.1)

The components of the generalized susceptibility
tensor can be expressed in terms of the derivatives of
the thermodynamic potential * =*(P, Ms) with respect
to the components of the FE and magnetic moments. A
ferroelectric-ferromagnet obeys the relationships62

In the simplest case in which the directions of the ex-
ternal fields and of the FE and magnetic moments coin-
cide, we can easily convince ourselves that the condi-
tions that *(P, M) and the expressions (3.2) should be a
minimum imply that the electric and magnetic suscep-
tibilities are positive and also yield the inequality

(XME)2 < XE XM. (3.3)

XME= {C-
(3.2)

The condition (3.3) defines the upper bound of the
absolute magnitude of the ME susceptibility (XMEcan
have either sign). This implies that we should expect
the largest value of XMEin crystals having large values
of XE and XM, i.e., in ferroelectric-ferromagnets.63

b. Phase transitions in the absence of external fields

Generally a ferroelectromagnet possesses two tem-
perature transitions: a ferroelectric transition 9E and
a magnetic transition 9W These temperatures can coin-
cide if the FE transition is improper and is induced
by the magnetic transition. In this case the ME inter-
action energy contains terms that are even in the
magnetic moments and odd in the components of the
polarization vector. This can imply the appearance of a
P~M* at a temperature below QM (an improper FE
transition84). Such a transition occurs in nickel-iodine
boracite. In particular, an improper FE transition can
arise with magnetic ordering of helical type if the ME
energy contains terms of the form P(M', (8My/8x»). It
is likely that such a transition occurs in the ferroelec-
tric-antiferromagnet Cr2BeO4, which has a helical mag-
netic structure and a centrosymmetric D\\ paraphase3'."

The temperatures of the FE and magnetic transitions
can also coincide when there are no invariants linear in
P in the ME energy for a sufficiently large value of
the ME interaction. Here the phase transition is first-
order.85

The following results have been obtained in studying
the second-order temperature phase transitions in a
ferroelectromagnet49 •&•<*; l) fulfillment of the "twinning
law" for T =9E< 9M, just as for an ordinary FE transi-
tion; 2) appearance of a break in the temperature-
dependence of the magnet (FE) susceptibility at the tem-
perature of the FE (magnetic) transition; 3) a jump in
the magnetic (FE) susceptibility at the temperature of
the FE (magnetic) transition. The latter effect is
analogous, e.g., to the jumps in the heat capacity and in
the elastic moduli in second-order phase transitions.

The break in the temperature-dependence of the sus-
ceptibility is a first-order effect with respect to the ME
interaction, while the jump is a second-order effect.
Owing to the break in the temperature-dependence XM

(T) at T -Qg, the values of the magnetic susceptibility
below 9E will differ from the values obtained by extra-
polation into the region T<9E of the temperature-depen-

3)We view as erroneous the opinion32 that the observed impro-
per FE transition results from the loss by the crystal of a
center of symmetry in the magnetic transition.
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dence XM(T) from the paraelectric phase. We shall de-
note this difference below as AXM. Whenever 0E and
0M are separated widely enough (so that we can neglect
the dependence of the magnetic parameters on the tem-
perature near 9E), this difference will increase in ab-
solute magnitude as a function of the temperature pro-
portionally to the square of the spontaneous polariza-
tion:

A X M ~ / ' J m (T < 6E).

Analogously the change in the dielectric permittivity
Ae=4irAXE for T<0M<0E will be proportional to the
square of the magnetic-order parameter:

At ~ M - ( T ) (T < 0M):

The sign of &XM (Ae) depends on the sign of the constant
ME interaction, and can have either value.

As we have pointed out above, the appearance of
AXM(AE) below 0E (or 9M) is a first-order effect with
respect to the ME interaction. Therefore we should
expect first of all an experimental confirmation of this
effect, rather than of the weaker jump in the susceptib-
ility, which is second-order in the interaction. Actually,
the ferroelectromagnets manifest precisely a break,
rather than a jump, in the dielectric permittivity at the
temperature of the magnetic transition (see Sec. 5).
Study of the temperature-dependence of AXM(A£) at
T «0E (OM) can yield information on the critical index
of the order parameter that arises.

An analysis of the temperature-dependence of the ME
susceptibility near the temperatures of second-order
phase transitions within the framework of the Landau
theory shows that, if 9E<0M, then near 0j we find
XEM~ (9E - rr1'2.62 >66 When 0M< 8E, 67 we have

XME ~ (6B - T)"-1.

Here k»i is the exponent in the temperature-dependence
of the magnetization m=J),.Ms (s is the number of the
magnetic sublattice), and m~(Qu- T)". The exponent is
k -\ for a ferromagnetic transition or a transition to a
weakly ferromagnetic phase whose magnetization arises
from invariants of second order in the thermodynamic
potential. Here the ME susceptibility is anomalously
high near the second phase-transition temperature 0M:
XME~(0M- T)~I/2. Yet if the weak ferromagnetic mo-
ment arises from fourth-order invariants, then we have
fe = fandXM E~(0M-r)1 ' '2 .

The results presented above pertain to the case of
second-order phase transitions. However, most of the
known FE transitions are first-order transitions, or
else first-order close to second. As we know, in order
to describe them, we must take into account the thermo-
dynamic potential of sixth-order terms in the order
parameter. In particular, in treating temperature
transitions described by two order parameters, it is
essential to take into account sixth-order anharmonicity
in analyzing the singular points in the phase diagram.68

c. Ferroelectromagnets in external fields

The static ME susceptibility of (3.1) describes the
response of the ferroelectromagnet to constant external

electric and magnetic fields. These fields can also
shift the phase-transition temperature. The change in
the temperature 6^ of the magnetic transition under the
action of an external electric field E for a ferroelectro-
magnet having 6M< 0E is49

da I da. \ -1
(3.4)

Here P0 is the spontaneous polarization, and a =a(P2, T)
is the coefficient of the M2 term in the thermodynamic
potential. Equation (3.4) implies that the magnitude of
the shift in 9M is linear in the field E and is proportional
to the first power of the constant exchange ME inter-
action.

Just like certain magnetic crystals, ferroelectromag-
nets can exhibit a piezomagnetoelectric effect,49-69 which
consists of the appearance of a deformation utk under
the simultaneous action of electric and magnetic fields:

u^=-nthil.E,H,. (3.5)

The piezomagnetoelectric coefficients viikl are rela-
ted to the tensors of the piesomoduli dw and to the ten-
sor of the coefficient Z>i6, of the magnetostrictive para-
phase by

dE, (3.6)

These relationships can be verified experimentally by
measuring in the same single crystal the dependences
of the electroelastic deformations (piezomoduli) on the
magnetic field H and of the magnetostriction on E.

The ME interaction can alter the type of phase tran-
sition, and can also induce additional transitions in the
magnetic and FE subsystems.70-71

Let us write the thermodynamic potential of a uniaxial
ferroelectromagnet having OE< 9M far from the magne-
tic-transition temperature in the form

<J> = - - - p.Wl - MH - - -

(3.7)

Here we have P=PZ (z is the easy ferroelectric and
magnetic axis), /3 is the magnetic anisotropy constant,
x is the FE constant, and X is the anisotropic ME in-
teraction constant. Since we can consider M2 to be a
constant when far from the magnetic-transition tempera-
ture, the exchange ME interaction having the energy
(-(Dyl^P2) only renormalizes the FE constant: x =x0

+yM2 (x0 is the value of x in the paraphase).

If the constant X of the anisotropic ME interaction in
Eq. (3.7) is positive, then a second-order transition
from the FE to the paraelectric state can occur near
the temperature of the FE transition as a magnetic field
is applied (Fig. 4). When X < 0 the reverse effect takes
place: induction of polarization by a magnetic field
H>Hca.t a temperature TS0E.4) These effects imply a
shift in the Curie temperature 9E in a magnetic field
by the amount

""Analogous effects also arise upon rotating the magnetic field
by 90°. 72
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FIG. 4. A possible dependence of the electric polarization
and the magnetization on the value of the magnetic field.70

M,, is the projection of the magnetization on the direction of a
magnetic field perpendicular to the spontaneous magnetic
moment.

(3.8)AeE = 6E (H) - 6E (0) = ~

Here C is the Curie-Weiss constant.

In turn, the FE transition in the field Hc induces an
additional second-order transition in the magnetic sub-
system (see Fig. 4). The magnitude of the transition
field Hc is smaller than the magnetic anisotropy field #8.

When a magnetic field is applied far from 9E (T<9E),
the magnetic phase transition in the field He can also be
altered by the influence of the ME interaction. If the
constants X and 0 in (3.7) have opposite signs, then the
FE transition can be accompanied by a reorientation of
the spontaneous magnetic moment from the easy axis to
the basal plane or vice versa ("easy magnetic axis"
•—"easy magnetic plane" transition), owing to the re-
normalization of the magnetic anisotropy constant due
to the ME interaction (/3-/S +AP;j).

d. Phase transitions in a Ferroelectric-antiferromagnet in
a magnetic field

The phase diagram of a ferroelectric-antiferromagnet
in a magnetic field differs appreciably from the phase
diagrams of noninteracting FE and magnetic subsys-
tems.73-74 Let us write the thermodynamic potential of
a uniaxial ferroelectric-antiferromagnet having two
magnetic sublattices and temperature of the magnetic
and FE transitions that do not lie close together (9M

>9E) in the form

<D = A (M,Mj) - H (M, + M2) - -i- p (ML + JW|Z)

The last term in (3.9) describes the exchange interaction
of the FE and antiferromagnetic subsystems. It is con-
tained in the thermodynamic potential of any ferroelec-
tric-antiferromagnet, independently of its symmetry.
In (3.9) we have omitted the weaker relativistic terms,
which can lead to a linear ME effect in crystals having
a certain symmetry.

Figure 5 shows the equilibrium states of a ferroelec-
tric-antiferromagnet of the "easy magnetic axis" type in
a magnetic field parallel to the easy axis z as a function
of the magnitude of the field and of the FE parameter x.
The value of x increases with decreasing temperature,
and here we assume that the -x(T) relationship is linear:

^ _ x vA/J = 2.iC~' (H" I) (3 10)

(7)

FIG. 5. Equilibrium states of a uniaxial ferroelectric-anti-
ferromagnet in the case y > 0, 6 > 0, )3 + ft > 0, 3y2JWf6"* <0 -ft
(a), and in the case y>0 , S >0, j 3 + f t > 0 (b).75 The dot-dash
lines and the numbers indicate the boundaries of the phases
with the given number, Hilt is the field for the phase transition
between the ith and feth phases. The curves for the second-
order phase transitions are denoted by heavy lines, and those
of first-order by dotted lines. For perspicuity the spin-re-
versal region is drawn on an enlarged scale.

Here Af0 is the magnetization of the sublattice, and 6E

is the temperature of the FE transition at H = 0. In the
symbols for the phases in the diagrams, FE denotes
ferroelectric, FM ferromagnetic, and AFM antiferro-
magnetic order. The subscript indicates the orientation
of the antiferromagnetism vector with respect to the 2
axis. The purely magnetic states have odd numbers,
and the ferroelectromagnetic states even numbers,
namely: DAFM,,; 2) FEAFMfl; 3)AFM±; 4) FEAFM±;
5) FM; 6) FEFM.

In the absence of a ME interaction, the phase diagram
far from 6M would consist of the vertical line of the
second-order FE transition r = O°, and the two horizon-
tal lines of the magnetic transitions: H=H13 (spin re-
versal, spin-flop) and ff=H3S (transition to the ferro-
magnetic phase). As we see from the diagrams, the ME
interaction complicates the diagram and enriches it with
new phase transitions. Extra lines have appeared for
the FE (ff46) and magnetic (H34) second-order phase tran-
sitions, which occur both with varying magnetic field
and varying temperature. The possibility has arisen of
a phase transition from the antiferromagnetic to the
ferroelectric-ferromagnetic state with decreasing tem-
perature. When y> 0 the transition from the ferroelec-
tric-antiferromagnetic state to the ferroelectric-ferro-
magnetic state at low temperatures becomes a first-
order transition, and the critical point K of the second-
order transitions arises on the phase diagram. With
decreasing temperature the spin reversal is replaced
by a transition of the metamagnetic type (H24-~H26).

Both the spin-flop and the metamagnetic transition
are accompanied by a jump in the electric polarization.
That is, they induce a first-order transition between
two FE phases. Replacement of the FE transition by a
first-order transition occurs near the reversal field
and the temperature OE.

If we neglect the paraprocesses, the temperature of
the second-order FE transition varies in magnetic
fields larger than the reversal field in proportion to the
square of the magnetic field intensity:

(2A)-2C. (3.11)
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The shift in 8E quadratic in the field arises from the
exchange ME interaction. The relativistic ME energy
omitted in (3.9) can give rise to a linear shift in 6E in
a magnetic field, A9E ~H. This can happen in ferro-
electric-antiferromagnets whose symmetry allows a ME
interaction energy linear in the magnetization, i.e., in
particular, in crystals having a linear ME effect.

The results given above do not exhaust all the variety
of the phase transitions inducible by the ME interaction.
In particular, an "easy magnetic axis"—"easy magnetic
plane" transition can occur upon onset of FE ordering
in an antiferromagnet owing to the renormalization of
the magnetic-anisotropy constant by the ME interaction
energy.75

4. THEORY OF THE HIGH-FREQUENCY PROPERTIES
OF FERROELECTROMAGNETS

a) Spectrum of elementary excitations

At low temperatures (T«0E, 9M), small oscillations
of the electric and magnetic moments with respect to the
equilibrium positions propagate as spin waves and polar-
ization waves, which prove to be coupled via the ME in-
teraction. The quanta of these coupled oscillations are
called ferroelectromagnons.76

The ferroelectromagnon spectrum has been studied
theoretically to a greater degree than other properties
of ferroelectromagnets. Without presenting the explicit
expressions for the spectrum, we shall merely formu-
late the fundamental results and make preliminary
numerical estimates employing the values of the
parameters of the ME interaction y and X that were in-
troduced in the last section. Here the possibility is not
ruled out of overestimating or underestimating the
magnitude of the effect, since the values of these param-
eters can apparently vary over a considerable range.

The spin waves are coupled very weakly with the
polarization waves in ferroelectric-ferromagnets.76"78

Here the ME coupling arises via the relativistic inter-
actions, while the value of the homogeneous ferromag-
netic resonance is considerably smaller than the opti-
cal frequency, so that the noninteracting branches can
cross only near the boundary of the Brillouin zone. The
ME interaction shifts the frequency of the polarization
waves to a considerably smaller extent than it does the
spin frequency, the greatest relative change in which is
of the order of (Au>c/coc)~X2M0

2 (6/3)"1. For the values
X~1CT9 dyne'1 cm2, W£~10SG2, 5~ 10"11 dyne"1 cm2,
and /S~l , we have Ao)c~10"2 ve Along with this, the
ME interaction causes the low-frequency branch of the
ferroelectromagnon spectrum to cease to be a pure spin
spectrum, as an admixture of FE oscillations arises in
it. The ratio of the amplitudes of the polarization and
magnetization in this wave is79:

-
6 Pa

(4.1)

Here 8 is the angle between the equilibrium moments
M0 and P0. Using the values of the parameters given
above and assuming that M0P0"1~10~2, we obtain p/m
-sin29. In a field of the order of the magnetic-aniso-
tropy field, the amplitude of the polarization in the low-

frequency branch o^ is of the order of the amplitude of
the magnetization. Here one can expect an effect of
enhancement of the intensity of Raman scattering of
light at the frequencies

In ferroelectromagnets having two (or more) magnetic
sublattices the coupling of the spin waves and the polar-
ization waves can be greater than in a ferroelectric-
ferromagnet, since it arises not only from the relativ-
istic, but also from the exchange ME interaction80'94:

F ME -= -±-vP*(Mlm,) + ±P*(KlMli-!-KMtIMll + K2Ml,'). (4.2)

The free energy in (4.2) describes the ME interaction in
a uniaxial crystal having no weak ferromagnetism. It
leads to a coupling of the FE and spin oscillations only
in the case of a noncollinear orientation of the spins in
the ground state. This noncollinearity can be created,
e.g., by an external magnetic field.

In a ferroelectric-antiferromagnet with an orienta-
tion of the magnetic field along the easy axis or in the
base plane, an ME interaction of the form of (4.2)
couples the polarization waves only with the lower spin
branch o>lc. The magnitude of this coupling depends on
the magnetic field. The variation of the FE frequency is
small even in strong magnetic fields, while the rela-
tive variation in the frequency of the lower spin branch
is (^(alc/d)lc)~(H/HcY, where Hc is the exchange field.
In contrast to a ferromagnet, where we always have
Acoc« wc, in an antiferromagnet Awc can be of the order
of wc, but only in very strong fields of the order of the
exchange fields. The "admixture" of FE oscillations in
the lower branch of the spectrum is the following:

LJL
A Hm (4.3)

Here I is the amplitude of the oscillations of the anti-
ferromagnetism vector, A is the exchange constant, and
ff., = (5P0/yM0) Hc. Estimates of the field Hm with the
values of the parameters given above show that the
field Hm~lQ~2 Hc, i.e., considerably smaller than the
exchange field.

If a ferroelectric-antiferromagnet can possess a weak
ferromagnetism, then we should add to the ME interac-
tion energy of (4.2) the corresponding anisotropic terms,
e.g., AP- (MjXMa).81 It turns out,82 in contrast to (4.2),
that this interaction couples the FE oscillations with the
upper spin branch o>2c, rather than coupling with wlc.
Since the spins are noncollinear in the weakly ferro-
magnetic state, the coupling arises even in the absence
of a magnetic field. The fact that ME interactions of the
form of (4.2) and ME interactions of the Dzyaloshinskii
type couple the FE oscillations with different branches
of the spin spectrum, one of these showing coupling
even in the absence of an external magnetic field, can
be employed for studying separately the magnitudes of
these interactions.

We note that the ME energy of (4.2) does not give
rise to a gap in the activationless antiferromagnetic
branch (e.g., in wlc in the case of "easy magnetic
plane" (BMP) anisotropy). However, a gap can appear
in ferroelectric-antiferromagnets owing to the ME
interaction.83'84 This effect is analogous to the appear-
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ance of an activation frequency in the magnetic spec-
trum of antiferromagnets owing to the magnetoelastic85

or ME interaction.86 In contrast to antiferromagnets,
where the magnitude of the ME gap is proportional to
the external electric field, in ferroelectric-antiferro-
magnets an ME gap exists even in the absence of an
electric field. According to the estimates of Ref. 83 the
contribution of the ME interaction to the magnitude of
the gap can exceed that from the magnetoelastic interac-
tion by an order of magnitude or more.

The presence of the ME gap in the spin-wave spectrum
gives rise to the effect of exchange amplification of the
dynamic relativistic ME coupling in ferroelectric-
antiferromagnets,84 which is analogous to the phenomen-
on of exchange amplification of the magnetoelastic
coupling in antiferromagnets.85

We should expect the greatest coupling of the spin
waves with the polarization waves in ferroelectric-
ferrimagnets.87 Here the polarization oscillations at the
frequency o>E are coupled not only with the lower but
also with the upper branch o>2c of the spin waves. This
coupling is greater by a factor of A//3- lO2 than in a
ferroelectric-antiferromagnet. The increase in the
coupling arises from the approach of the interacting
branches: just like OJE, the frequency co2c lies in the
infrared range. This implies the possibility of a reso-
nance interaction of the FE and the upper spin waves,
e.g., whenever their frequencies approach one another
as COE declines near the temperature of a FE transition.
In ferroelectric-ferro(antiferro) magnets, owing to the
considerable remoteness of the frequencies u;E and o>c

from one another, a resonance interaction between
them seems unlikely.

The spin and polarization waves in a ferroelectromag-
net interact not only among themselves, but also with
other elementary excitations of the crystal. Owing to
the electro- and magnetoelastic interactions, a coupling
arises of the ferroelectromagnons with acoustic
phonons,88-89 and owing to the electric and magnetic di-
pole interactions—with electromagnetic waves.88-90

Study of these interactions can yield information on the
ferroelectromagnon spectrum and on the role of the ME
energy therein. In particular, the ME interaction must
alter the scattering cross-sections for light and neu-
trons by polarization and spin waves.91 This alteration
is maximal under resonance conditions, when the FE
and spin frequencies coincide.

The concept of the role of ME interactions in relaxa-
tion processes is essential for the experimental study
of the spectrum and other high-frequency properties of
ferroelectromagnets. The problem of the effect of the
ME energy on the lifetime of a FE phonon and of a
magnon has been little studied. The existing calcula-
tions of the probabilities of absorption of a FE phonon
by a spin wave, of scattering of a spin wave by a FE
phonon in a ferroelectric-ferromagnet,92 and of decay of
a FE phonon into two spin waves in a ferroelectric-
antiferromagnet93 allow us to assume that the ME inter-
action can contribute appreciable to relaxation processes.

b) Behavior in variable external fields

By affecting the spectrum and character of the spin and
FE oscillations, the ME interaction introduces features
into the behavior of a ferroelectromagnet in variable
external fields. Possibilities arise of resonance ab-
sorption of the energy of an alternating magnetic field
at the FE frequency and of resonance absorption of
electric energy at the spin-wave frequency. 76~78>87t94 The
magnitude of this absorption is determined by the anti-
Hermitian component of the tensor of the high-frequency
ME susceptibility [in the absence of dissipation we

The greatest amount of absorption of the energy of an
electric (or magnetic) field at the spin (or FE) frequency
can occur when the resonance frequencies u>E and tuc lie
close. In a ferroelectric-ferrimagnet having 6M>0E and
(j^>(i>zc, the FE and upper-spin-branch frequencies can
approach one another near the Curie temperature QE,
where the frequency of the soft FE mode falls appreci-
ably. In order to decrease the activational polarization
frequency w E O ~P 0 , one can also employ a second-
order FE transition in a magnetic field (see Sec. 3).
Near resonance, the ratio of the amount of absorption of
the energy of the electric field at the spin frequency to
the amount of absorption at the FE frequency (KE) can be
of the order of unity.94

In a ferroelectric-antiferromagnet in which wc« o>E,
the value of Kf is smaller by a factor of A than in a
ferroelectric-ferrimagnet. We expect the smallest
value of Kf to occur in a ferroelectric-ferromagnet
crystal, where only the relativistic interaction partici-
pates in the dynamical ME coupling far from phase-
transition temperatures (T« OE, dM).

The spin subsystem can participate in detection of an
alternating electric field applied to a ferroelectromag-
net.34 For example, let a crystal having an "easy mag-
netic axis" (EMA) anisotropy be situated in the alter-
nating electric field e,=e0cosuU (e||P||z) and in a con-
stant magnetic field H||x. A term arises in the constant
component of the magnetization proportional to the
square of the amplitude of the electric field: AMr

-elM'1 (X*1*)2. This effect is possible not only in
ferroelectromagnets, but since its magnitude is propor-
tional to the square of the ME susceptibility, it can be
more noticeable in ferroelectromagnetic crystals,
especially near phase-transition temperatures. In par-
ticular, a change in the magnetization along the x axis
must be accompanied by a magnetostrictive change in
the dimensions of the crystal.

The effect of magnetoelectric frequency doubling can
arise in a ferroelectromagnet in alternating external
fields. Since the ME energy is quadratic in the spin
operators, then, e.g., in the resonance excitation of the
spins by an alternating magnetic field 11 = 1̂ , cos at,
terms A/) arise in the electric polarization that are pro-
portional to the square of the magnetic field intensity
and which oscillate at the doubled frequency 2o>. An
estimate of the effect in a ferroelectric-antiferromag-
net lacking a center of symmetry yields the value46
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(4.4)

Here g is the gyromagnetic ratio, and u)0~ &gM0 is the
exchange frequency.

c) Excitation of ferroelectromagnetic oscillations

One of the methods of studying the system of element-
ary oscillations of a crystal is to create an instability
in it by using external fields. Calculations exist for
ferroelectromagnets of parametric excitation,95"97 and
of the onset of instability under the action of an electric
field98'99 that oscillates rapidly while slowly varying in
space, and of a flux of electrons.al'79

The ME interaction makes possible the parametric
excitation of spin waves by a homogeneous electric
field. In a ferroelectric-antiferromagnet a ME interac-
tion of the form FME =-Ae • (Mj x M2), where e is the
alternating electric field, gives rise to the following
magnitude of the threshold excitation field95:

(BMP),

(EMA).
(4.5)

In (4.5) H is the intensity of the constant magnetic field,
H0 is the spin-reversal field, •Jco=u)c(0) is the spin fre-
quency for k = 0 (k is the wave vector), and 77 c is the
relative damping decrement of the spin waves. For a
crystal of the EMP type excitation is possible at a fre-
quency of the external field u> =2wlc(0), 2o>jc(0), or
cu j c (0 )±u) 2 c (0 ) , while for a crystal of the EMA type if
the electric or magnetic dipole interactions are not
taken into account excitation is possible at the overall
frequency of u) =colc(0) +w2 c(0). For the values uc(/gM0

-10, A-1CT3 G"1,95 and r^-lO"2, we obtain a value of
the excitation field e^ ~ 10" V/cm. This value declines
near the spin-reversal field. When H - //0~10~2 H0, we
find ethr "103 V/cm.

The magnitude of e^ in (4.5) arises from the rela-
tivistic ME interaction. Allowance for the stronger
exchange ME interaction leads to correspondingly
smaller values (by two or three orders of magnitude)
of the excitation fields.97 That is, we can suppose that
instability of spin waves in an electric field will arise
owing to the exchange ME interaction. Thus, for an ME
energy of the form FME =-(!) yFi'(TA1 • M^, the value of
the threshold field is

-~r~(' gM, (4.6)

If as above we assume that aj/g-Af0~10, 7jc~10~2, y
~l(T7dyne-1 cm2, 6 - 10"11 dyne'1 cm2, A-102, and
P0 ~ 104-105 CGSE units = 107 V/cm, we obtain etta ~ 10
V/cm.

In a ferroelectric-ferromagnet a homogeneous alter-
nating electric field directed along the easy axis and
along the equilibrium magnetization will parametrically
excite magnons owing to the ME and electric and mag-
netic dipole interactions.96 The magnitude of the thresh-
old field is :

(4.7)

Here 8 is the angle between the direction of propagation
of the wave and the easy axis, and X ~ 10'9 dyne"1 cm2

is the relativistic ME interaction constant. Waves pro-
pagating in the basal plane are excited most easily.
For these, employing the values given above for r\c, X,
5, and P0, and also assuming that Tr"1^2 (gM0)~

2 ~ 10,
we have e^, ~ 104 V/cm.

In the formulas (4.5)-(4.7) for the excitation fields we
have assumed that the condition of parametric resonance
is fulfilled, in which the frequency of the electric field
is of the same order of magnitude as the spin frequen-
cies. In this case the threshold instability fields are
not so large, and are experimentally attainable. Under
certain conditions an electric field having a frequency
much larger than the spin frequency also can excite spin
waves, but this requires higher values of the excita-
tion field. A rapidly oscillating electric field that varies
slowly in space excites spin waves in a ferroelectric-
antiferromagnet at values of the fields exceeding the
threshold values of (4.5) and (4.6) by one or two orders
of magnitude.98 •"

Ferroelectromagnetic oscillations can also be excited
by an electric current in semiconductors81 or by an
electron beam moving in a narrow cylindrical channel
through a dielectric.79 Electrons moving through a
crystal produce Cherenkov excitation of oscillations.
In magnetic materials the excitation of spin waves
arises from the interaction of the electron beam with the
electromagnetic field of the magnetic material and is
dynamical and relativistic in character. The rate of
growth of the spin waves is proportional to (v/c)2/3 (v
and c are the velocities of the electrons and of light),
and excitation is efficient at high enough beam veloc-
ities.100 A different situation occurs in ferroelectro-
magnets, where an electrostatic interaction exists be-
tween the electrons of the beam and the electric dipole
moment of the crystal. This interaction can lead to the
onset of instability of the FE oscillations, and owing to
ME coupling—to instability of the spin waves. This ex-
citation method is electrostatic, and the rate of growth
of the waves does not contain the small factor (v/cf3.
Both spin and FE oscillations are excited. However
one cannot excite in this way the soft FE mode, which
lacks an electrostatic field (k-p = 0).

5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF ME INTERACTIONS
IN FERROELECTROMAGNETS

In spite of the considerable number of effects pre-
dicted by the theoreticians, the experimental study
of ferroelectromagnetic crystals is still in its initial
stage. The greatest number of experimental studies has
been devoted to synthesis of ferroelectromagnets and
establishment of the types of electric and magnetic
order. Study of the nature and magnitude of the ME
interactions presupposes the existence of sufficiently
perfect single crystals having a low electric conductiv-
ity. There are still only a few such ferroelectromag-
nets. In addition to requiring single crystal, the study
of the linear ME effect requires a preferential single
domain character,101-102 since the ME susceptibility
of the linear effect in 180° domains has opposite signs.
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A preferential orientation of the moments in poly-
crystals and in single crystals is created by applying
electric and magnetic fields near the phase-transition
temperatures.103

a) ME measurements in single crystals

1) Boracites. The first measurements of the ME effect
in ferroelectromagnets that clearly demonstrated a
coupling between electric and magnetic ordering were
performed in Ni-I boracite.22 Measurements of the
magnetic susceptibility established the presence of a
broad maximum at a temperature of 120 K,104 which has
been explained in the literature in various ways (tem-
perature-excited paramagnetism,105 low-dimensional
magnetic order23), and a sharp maximum at 64 K,
which corresponds to the transition to the antiferromag-
netic state with weak ferromagnetism.22 Dielectric mea-
surements show the presence below 64 K of FE proper-
ties. Apparently the latter arise simultaneously with
the weakly ferromagnetic properties as the result of
an improper FE transition. Below 9=0E = eM = 64 K the
electric-polarization vector lies along the [001] axis,
while the spontaneous magnetic moment Mc) whose di-
rection was determined by the Faraday effect, lies in
a plane perpendicular to P.22 If we take the direction
of Mc as the y axis, then the magnetic point group of
this state is m'n>2'. The study of Ascher et al.22 found
a clearly marked interrelation of the orientations of P
and Mc: electric switching of P by 180° from the direc-
tion [001] to [OOT] rotates Mcby 90°. And vice versa:
rotation of a sufficiently strong magnetic field by 90°
reorients P. This phenomenon can be treated from the
group-theoretical standpoint.108 The number of do-
mains, i.e., different orientations of the moments that
possess the same energy in the absence of external
fields, is the ratio of the orders of the groups of the
paraphase (?3»z) and of the ordered phase (m'm2r).
For Ni-I boracite this ratio is 12, and one can obtain
all 12 types of domains from the initial state (Fig. 6a)
by applying the operations of the group 4"3w. The action
of the operation 4 on the state shown in Fig. 6(a) yields
a state with inverted polarization and magnetization
rotated by 90° [Fig. 6(b)].

The ferroelectromagnetic phase of Ni-I boracite
allows a linear ME effect, i.e., a linear coupling be-
tween the variables P and H, M and E. In the magnetic
m'm2' state the non-zero components of XME of the
linear ME effect are a™ =Q!EM and aEM =a™. That is,
the following relationships hold:

/

- ["0]

al

FIG. 6. Possible directions of the equilibrium moments in
Ni-I boracite. 106
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FIG. 7. ME hysteresis loop in Ni—I boracite at 46 K.2 2 The
magnetic field lies along ±[110J (in pseudocubic indexing).

*' """ * «-"**"* /c n
MEp _ ME,;, W-1)

In the formulas of (5.1) P (or m) is the change in the
electric (or magnetic) moment that arises in a magnetic
(or electric field). The P (H) relationship obtained ex-
perimentally22 is shown by the magnetoelectric hyster-
esis loop ("bowtie") of Fig. 7. The value of the ME sus-
ceptibility at 15 K is a™ = 3.8x 10'4. Figure 8 shows the
temperature-dependence of a,y. The reversal of sign
of otzv at 60 K and the existence of a small peak near 9
has been attributed107 to the existence of domains in the
specimen, and it was suggested that this peak should
disappear in measurements in strong magnetic fields.
Induction of a magnetic moment in Ni-I boracite by an
alternating electric field has also been observed.45 The
obtained temperature-dependence of the ME susceptib-
ility resembles that shown in Fig. 8. The authors of
Ref. 45 consider that the linear ME effect corresponds
to temperatures T< 60 K, while a nonlinear ME effect
is observed in the temperature interval 60-64 K, as-
sociated with the rearrangement of the domain structure
in the electric field.

A ME frequency-doubling effect has been observed in
Ni-I boracite: the appearance of a m(E) signal at a
frequency twice the frequency of the electric field.45

The na gnitude of this effect is maximal near 9. The
measurements of the dielectric permittivity that were
performed showed its strong dependence on the magni-
tude and direction of the magnetic field. The greatest
e« (ff) variation was observed near 9, where a rotation
of the magnetic field # = 12.5 kOe by 90° led to a 30%
change in the value of the dielectric permittivity as
compared with its value at H = 0 (Fig. 9). This pheno-
menon indicates the strong interaction of the electric

za to fo
Temperature, K

FIG. 8. ME susceptibility of Ni-I boractie as a function of
the temperature.22 The measurements were taken after cool-
ing from a temperature above 65 K in fields H = 7.6 kOe
1 1 [110] (cubic) and£ = 10 kV/cm||[001) (cubic).
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E, kV/cm

FIG. 9. Dependence of the dielectric permittivity of Ni-I
boracite on the amplitude of the alternating electric field
E at 62 K in a magnetic fieldff = 12.5 kOe.4

2 — H l l M c , 3—

and magnetic subsystems near the phase-transition tem-
perature.

An unusual type of temperature-dependence of the
spontaneous magnetization has been found in Ni-I
boracite, with a maximum in the region of 50 K,23 and
also an asymmetry of the dielectric and magnetic
hysteresis loops,22'24 and an unusual course of the mag-
netization curve.108 In order to explain these and simi-
lar phenomena, one must know the magnetic structure
of the crystal below the transition temperature. How-
ever, we cannot view the magnetic structure of Ni-I
boracite as having been finally established. The neu-
tron-diffraction studies109 indicate the weak ferromag-
netic ordering found earlier.22 These results are con-
tradicted by the data of Ref. 110, where a weak ferro-
magnetism was not established. The error of both of
the cited studies109'110 has been shown by Plakhtii et al.111

They note the ambiguity of establishment of the type
of magnetic order from neutron-diffraction data on
polycrystalline powders: completely different models
can yield equally good agreement with experiment. To
elucidate the magnetic structure one needs magnetic and
ME measurements, which allow one to establish the
direction of magnetization. Such information is given,
e.g., by determining the nonzero components of the
linear ME effect.22 Subsequent measurements of «"E

show112 the presence in addition to a,y and ayz of other
nonzero components of the ME susceptibility: arl, ayy,
<*,„ «„, and «„, with «„= an*an*a,y~a,,»af,, aa.
The different components of aj6 prove to be associated
with different groups of magnetic ions in the unit cell
(the cell of Ni-I boracite contains 12 magnetic ions).
The existence of a larger number of nonzero compo-
nents of aik than had been assumed previously indicates
a magnetic class lower than m'mZ'.

The linear ME effect has been studied also in other
orthorhombic boracites: in monocrystalline Ni-Cl113

and Cu-Cl114 and in polycrystalline Co-I, Ni-Br, and
Mn-I.115

Two magnetic transitions exist in Ni-Cl boracite: to
the antiferromagnetic phase at 25 K and a transition
from the antiferromagnetic to a weakly ferromagnetic
state at 9 K. The ME susceptibility a™("3" and "2"
are the directions of spontaneous polarization and spon-
taneous magnetization) shows a peak near the tempera-

0 so r,K

FIG. 10. Temperature-dependence of the spontaneous mag-
netization of Ni-I boracite.23

ture of the transition from the antiferromagnetic to the
weakly ferromagnetic state (Fig. II).113 This peak fits
in with the ideas67 concerning the anomalous behavior
of the ME susceptibility near the temperature of a
transition to the weakly ferromagnetic state in a ferro-
electric orthorhombic crystal. The maximum value of
a;EMin Ni-Cl boracite is smaller by a factor of two than
in Ni-I boracite.

A break in the dielectric permittivity at the magnetic-
transition temperature that had been previously predic-
ted theoretically88 has been found118 in Co-I and Cu-Br
boracites.

The trigonal boracites Fe-Cl, Fe-Br, Fe-I and
Co-Cl belong to the type of ferroelectromagnets whose
symmetry does not allow a 180° rotation of the electric
polarization.117 Co-Cl boracite shows a FE response of
the system to an applied constant magnetic field.41 In-
duction of magnetization by an alternating field E in
Fe-Br, Co-Cl, Co-I, and Fe-Cl boracites has also
been observed.118"120

2) BaMF4 below 25 K—pyroelectric—weak ferr omag-
net'21 with two -dimensional magnetic order.122 The
crystal lattice in the high-temperature phase is ortho-
rhombic. An incommensurate phase possibility pre-
cedes the magnetically ordered phase.123 An anomaly
in the static dielectric permittivity e along the pyro-
electric axis is found at the temperature of the magnetic
transition124-125 (Fig. 12). Fox et al.,126 ascribe the
break in e(T) at T = 9 M = 30 K to weak ferromagnetism
and an anisotropic ME interaction of the form .Fan

= X,lkZ,jMl,P
2 (L is the antiferromagnetism vector and M

25 T,K

FIG. 11. Temperature-dependence of the ME susceptibility
o'f" =a 32 in Ni-Cl boracite. "3
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near 0M. Apparently the latter situation indicates a
role of domain effects in the manifestation of ME in-
teractions: FE repolarization alters the magnetic
structure.134

A weak ME effect has been found in the ferroelectric -
ferromagnet COL^Mn^C^.138 The data given in Ref.
136 indicate a magnitude of the ME susceptibility XME

FIG. 12. Dielectric permittivity along the pyroelectric axis
as a function of the temperature in BaMnF4.

125

is the magnetization). However, general theoretical
precepts (see Sec. 3) imply that a break in e (6M) arises
even in the isotropic case, and require no extra condi-
tions on the magnetic symmetry of the crystal. In any
ferroelectric-antiferromagnet, whether allowing weak
ferromagnetim or not, there is an exchange ME term of
the form F^^ = yL2P2, which gives rise to a change in
the dielectric permittivity.

y (8M (5.2)

Here Ma is the magnetic moment of the sublattive. The
ME energy FexCh ig of exchange origin, rather than rela-
tivistic as for Fan. In any case, it exceeds the aniso-
tropic energyFan by a factor of M0/M (M is the weak
ferromagnetic moment). Comparison of the experiment-
al values of Ae in BaMnF4 with those calculated taking
into account the exchange ME interaction"7 yields a
value of the parameter y~10~7 dyne"1 cm2. A rough esti-
mate of the magnetic critical index /3 from the tempera-
ture-dependence of E below 9M yields the value /3=0.35.
Neutron-diffraction measurements128 yield the value
0=0.32.

3) Lead manganate. PbMn,jO4 manifests weak ferro-
magnetic properties below 9^ 63 K. The type of order
as well as the space group of the paramagnetic phase
have not been established exactly.129 These circum-
stances impede the interpretation of the linear ME effect
that has been found.130 Al'shin et aZ.,131-132 interpret the
experimental results under the assumption of FE order-
ing and a symmetry group C3v of the paraphase. In that
case the experimental data can be explained if it is
assumed that the ME interaction makes the fundamental
contribution to the magnitude of the Dzyaloshinskii field.

4) Perovskite-type compounds. In the first ferroelec-
tromagnetic compound Pb(Fe2/3Wl/3)O3, for which the
temperature of FE ordering lies below the Neel temper-
ature, a manifestation of ME interaction is noted near
0E. Studies of the Mossbauer effect show a consider-
able increase in the magnetic field at the iron nuclei in
the FE transition.133 A spontaneous magnetization in
the FE phase has also been noted.134

A spontaneous magnetization arose in the compounds
Pb(Fe]/2Nbj^)O3 and Pb(Mn1/2NbJ/2)O3 when specimens
were taken through the temperature of antiferromag-
netic ordering (9M< 9E) in the presence of electric and
magnetic fields.135 Its magnitude depended weakly on
the'constant electric field, but varied considerably un-
der the action of an alternating electric field applied

b) ME measurements in polycrystals and in solid solutions

BiFeO3 has a rhombohedrally distorted perovskite-
type structure. It manifests FE properties at low tem-
peratures.137 The type of electric order at room tem-
perature (FE or antiferroelectric) has not been fully
established. BiFeO3 has a high temperature of the
transition to the antiferromagnetic state, 0M = 643 K.9

A weak anomaly in the dielectric permittivity is ob-
served at T=9M.138'139 The high electric conductivity of
the specimens impedes the study of both the dielectric
and the ME properties. Study of the Mossbauer effect
revealed a coupling of the directions of the magnetic and
electric fields at the iron nuclei below the magnetic-
transition temperature.140 In Ref. 141 a study was made
of the dependence of the induced electric signal on the
magnitude of the constant magnetic field imposed on
BiFeO3. A maximum of the signal was observed at a
certain value of the magnetic -fie Id intensity, which was
identified with the spin-flop field. These results agree
with the theoretical views73 on the jump in the value of
the polarization, and hence, in the electric field, in
spin-flop.

Induction of an electric signal by a constant magnetic
field has been observed in the antiferroelectric-anti-
ferromagnet Bi0.7La0-3Fe0-986Mn0>014O3,

142 in the ferro-
electric-antiferromagnet with a layer structure
Bi9Ti3Fe5O27,

16 and in the ferroelectric-antiferromagnet
with a pseudoilmenite structure Li (Fe1/2Ta1/2)O2.143

Anomalies in the dielectric permittivity at the tem-
perature of a magnetic transition in ferroelectromag-
nets having 0M< 9E have been observed in the perovskite
compounds Pb (Mn2/3W1/3)O3, Pb (Fe1/2Mn1/4W1/4)O3,

144

and in the solid solutions Pb2CoWO6-BaTiO3 with 5
mole % BaTiO3,

145 Pb2CoWO6-CdMnO3 with 30 mole %
CdMnO3,

144 (Bi1.ILaI)FeO3 with 0«*«0.3.146 An anom-
aly arises in the region of the FE transition in the tem-
perature-dependence of the spontaneous magnetization
(Fig. 13)147 in the ferroelectric-ferrimagnetic solid
solution 0.9 PbtFe^W^Oj-O.l Pb)Yb1/2NbI/2)O3 having
9M>9E.

The temperature-dependence of the ME signal arising
in constant magnetic field has been studied in the solid
solutions BiFeO3-BaTiO3 and BiFeO3-LaFeO3.

148 A
jump in the spin-flop field at the temperature of the FE
transition has been observed in the ferroelectric-anti-
ferromagnets BiFeO3-BaTiO3 and the antiferroelectric-
antiferromagnets BiFeO3-LaFeO3 having 0E<9M. Since
the spin-flop field in ferroelectric-antiferromagnets
depends on the value of the equilibrium polarization,74

the jump in it at T=6E can stem from a first-order FE
transition.
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TABLE II. ME effects in ferroelectromagnets.

t,°ff

FIG. 13. Temperature-dependence of the dielectric permit-
tivity c and the spontaneous magnitization ms in the solid solu-
tion 0. 9 Pb(Fe2/3W1/3)O3-0. 1 Pb(Yb1/2Nb1/2)O3.147

6. EXPECTED EFFECTS AND POSSIBLE
APPLICATIONS

The material presented here shows that studies of
ferroelectromagnets have just begun. Yet the existence
of new magnetoelectric effects that can be used in tech-
nology (some of them are given in Table II) is already
becoming obvious. Experimental proofs have been ob-
tained of the interaction of magnetization and polariza-
tion and of the possibility of controlling the magnetiza-
tion with an electric field, or the electric polarization
by a magnetic field. An appreciable ME interaction is
observed also in heterophase systems.149 Therefore
we can assume that, just like the ferroelectromagnetic
crystals, they will find application in technology. Let
us give some examples of the use of the new ME effects
for scientific and practical purposes.

Measurements of the linear ME effect in magnetoelec-
trics and in ferroelectromagnets are employed to es-
tablish the type of magnetic ordering in a crystal.1L2'150

The dependence of the ME susceptibility on the orien-
tation of the moments in the domains makes it possible
to determine the domain structure of a crystal by study-
ing the behavior in external fields.151 In magneto-
electrics the study of the temperature-dependence of
the ME susceptibility is used to investigate magnetic
transitions: determination of the magnetic critical
index,152 study of spin-flop and metamagnetic transi-
tions.153 Analogous measurements can be performed
also in ferroelectromagnets. Moreover, potentialities
arise of determining the magnetic critical index from
the temperature-dependence of the dielectric permit-
tivity (and the FE index from the temperature-depen-
dence of the magnetic susceptibility, effect No. 9) and
studying other phase transitions induced by the ME in-
teraction (effects No. 2-8).

In order to employ ferroelectromagnets for practical
purposes, compounds are desirable that have low
losses, low electric conductivity, a considerable mag-
netic moment and ME susceptibility and sufficiently
high values of the electric and magnetic transition tem-
peratures (above room temperature). At present there
are no ferroelectromagnets that satisfy all these re-
quirements, although individual compounds satisfy
several of the listed conditions.

One can classify devices employing ferroelectromag-
netic crystals into three types: 1) devices that employ

Notes

I Values of the ME susceptibility near the
temperatures of second-order phase
transitions

\ME~ <eE—71)"1'2

'2. Switching of polarization or induction of
a FE transition by a magnetic field

Break in the temperature-dependence of
the magnetic-anisotropy constant at
7*- ©£. Oieintational "easy magnetic
axis" *+ "easy magnetic plane" transi-
tion at T< ®E-
Transition from the antiferromagnetic to
the ferromagnetic state with decreasing
temperature

Induction of a second-order magnetic
transition by a second-order FE transi-
tion.

6*. Replacement of a second-order trans-
ition from an antiferromagnetic to a
ferromagnetic state by a first-order transi-
tion

7*. Replacement of spin-flop by a metamag-
netic transition

8. Jump in the equilibrium electric polari-
zation in spin-flop

9*. Break in the temperature-dependence of
the dielectric permittivity at the temper-
ature of a magnetic transition, and in the
temperature-dependence of the magnetic
susceptibility at the temperature of an
electric transition

10*. Shift of 0M in an electric field and a
shift in 0£ in a magnetic field

11. Existence of coupled ferroelectromag-
netic waves

12. Existence of a ME gap in the spin-wave
spectrum in the absence of external elec-
tric and magnetic fields

13*. Magnetoelectric frequency doubling

14*. Excitation of spin waves by an alternating
electric field, and FE oscillations by an
alternating magnetic field

15*. Parametric excitation of spin waves by
an electric field

16*. Excitation of spin waves by a rapidly
oscillating electric field that slowly
varies in space

17. Electrostatic excitation of spin waves by a
flux of electrons

n a ferroelectric-ferromagnet, at
a FE-(weak) ferromagnet at T^&M < 0E

dmc~(®yi-T)1^. Observed experimental-

v occur upon changing the magnitude or
iiection of a constant magnetic field. When

the values of the polarization are not very
arge, i.e., near 0g or in an improper FE transi-
wn, the required magnetic fields are not

large. Experimentally observed

No experiment

No experiment

In a ferroelectric-ferromagnet in a magnetic
field, with a smaller magnetic-anisotropy field
and in a ferroelectric-antiferromagnet, with a
arger spin-flop field and a smaller spin-collapse
leld. No experiment

iffects 6 and 7 can occur in fenoetectrie-
antiferromagnets with @£ < OM. > > 0, and

l - &.. The latter condition implies that
lie exchange ME interaction energy must
be of the order of the intrinsic magnetic en-
ergy. No experiment

The effect has been observed experimentally

Anomalies in £ (®M) ̂ ave *>een observed ex-
perimentally

No experiment

No experiment

No experiment

A ME signal has been experimentally observed
at a frequency twice that of the alternating
electric field

Most effective in a fenoelectric-ferrimagnet
under the condition of resonance approach
of the FE and upper spin frequencies, and al-
so in strong constant magnetic fields. No ex-
periment

Apparently the value of the threshold excita-
tion field can be small. No experiment

The value of the threshold excitation field is
from one to two ordeis of magnitude higher
than in the previous effect. No experiment

No experiment

Notes: The asterisks denote the effects that can arise not only
in ferroelectromagnets.

the FE or the magnetic properties separately; 2) de-
vices that employ the FE and magnetic properties sim-
ultaneously, but without ME interaction; 3) devices
whose action is based on ME effects. We shall not take
up the first type of devices, since the use of FE crystals
as well as magnetically ordered crystals is widely known.

The review of Ref. 154 gives a detailed table of the
possible applications of magnetoelectric crystals and
characterizes 15 different devices in a working range
from audio to optical frequencies, including modula-
tors, phase inverters, switches, rectifiers, stabilizers,
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etc. We shall take up only certain of these.

The second type of devices includes a Faraday phase
inverter operating in the microwave range. Its quality
of operation is determined by the quantity K'M,/C*,
where Mt is the component of the magnetization in the
direction of propagation of the electromagnetic waves,
and e' and t" are the real and imaginary components of
the dielectric permittivity. The observed small values
of M, in ferroelectromagnets may have no effect on the
quality of operation of the device for large values of the
dielectric permittivity e'. Such values of e' are ob-
served, e.g., in perovskite compounds and in hetero-
phase solid solutions.155

It seems possible to employ ferroelectromagnets in
reversing optical modulators and optical processors,
whose principles of operation are based on the electro-
optic and magnetooptic Kerr, Pockels, and Faraday
effects and birefringence.

The use of ME interaction (devices of the third type),
e.g., switching or modulation of the electric polariza-
tion by a magnetic field (effect No. 2) makes it possible
to obtain a magnetically switchable optical device in the
visible and infrared regions of the spectrum. Its prin-
ciple of operation consists in altering the linear bire-
fringence by changing the polarization under the action
of a magnetic field. The magnetic field required to
switch the polarization may not be very high, e.g., in
Ni-I boracite it is of the order of several kilooersteds.
This type of switching of P would require strong elec-
tric fields of the order of several kV/cm. To produce
these, one needs specimens in the form of thin plates.
One can use massive specimens in the magnetic method
of switching the electric polarization. As estimates
show, the magnetic method of switching P will be effec-
tive at values of the absorption coefficient K< 102 cm"1.154

The requirement for low values of the absorption coeffic-
ients is the main difficulty in realizing such a device.
The values of the absorption coefficient in the boracites
and other ferroelectromagnetic compounds having 3d
transition ions are of the order of ICP-IO4 cm~J in the
visible part of the spectrum. The value of K can be
smaller in the infrared and in purer specimens.

Ferroelectromagnetic crystals can also be applied as
film waveguides in integrated optics and in fiber com-
munications technology.

Effects Nos. 14-17 can be employed to produce ME
generators and spin-wave amplifiers using an alter-
nating electric field or electric current, and effect No.
11 for generating new types of coupled waves-ferro-
electromagnetic waves. One can use the nonlinear ME
interaction, which is especially strongly manifested
near transition temperatures, to produce a ME nonlin-
ear optical device that gives rise, for example, to
frequency doubling (effect No. 13).

7. CONCLUSION

This review has demonstrated a set of new and inter-
esting effects arising in ferroelectromagnets owing to
the ME interactions. An interrelation has been found
between the spontaneous electric and magnetic mo-

ments, with an influence of the magnetic field on the
electric moment, and of the electric field on the mag-
netization. It has been shown theoretically that the ME
interaction leads to additional first- and second-order
phase transitions in the spin and FE subsystems, to
excitation of spin waves by an alternating electric field,
and FE oscillations by a magnetic field, and to a gap in
the spin-wave spectrum in the absence of external fields.
Most of these effects await experimental confirmation.

At present the experimental data are mainly qualita-
tive in nature. Further studies are needed of the values
of the ME constants and the ME energy in different
crystals. In contrast to magnetoelectrics having weak
induced ME effects, in ferroelectromagnetic crystals
a strong ME effect exists and is manifested near the
phase-transition temperatures.

Since the ME interaction is most strongly manifested
near phase-transition temperatures, for measurements
and possible practical applications it is preferable to
use ferroelectromagnets having close-lying values of
0E and 0M and sufficiently clearly marked magnetic and
ferroelectric properties, i.e., ferro- and ferrimagnets
with proper FE ordering. Synthesis of ferroelectro-
magnets of this type will render promising their applica-
tion in technology.
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